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Abstract
Background/objectives To characterize and evaluate the use of corneal epithelial profile maps generated by an ultrahigh-
resolution optical coherence tomography (UHR-OCT) in the diagnosis and management of dry-eye disease (DED).
Subjects/methods This prospective, interventional case–control study included 115 eyes of 71 subjects (52 DED and 19
controls) imaged using an UHR-OCT. Average, maximum, and minimum, range of corneal epithelial thicknesses were
extracted from epithelial profile maps. Surface regularity was quantified using the range and variance of the epithelial
thickness measured along a horizontal UHR-OCT scan. The variance of thickness measurements along a scan was named
epithelial irregularity factor (EIF). Symptoms of 31 DED patients (55 eyes) were quantified by questionnaire and correlated
to epithelial profile findings, fluorescein staining, tear breakup time, and Schirmer’s test. Twenty-one DED eyes were
administered autologous serum drops and follow-up UHR-OCT images were captured.
Results DED patients had a highly irregular corneal epithelial surface compared with controls. Epithelial thickness profile
variance (EIF) and range were significantly higher in DED as compared with controls (5.79 vs. 0.77, p < 0.001 and 7.6 vs.
4.6 μm, p < 0.001). Both parameters were highly significantly correlated with questionnaire scores (EIF: r= 0.778; p <
0.001, range: r= 0.737; p < 0.001). Follow-up showed a statistically significant reduction in epithelial thickness profile
variance and range of treated patients ( p < 0.001).
Conclusions DED patients have irregular epithelial surface that can be quantified using UHR-OCT generated CEP maps.
Epithelial thickness profile range and EIF correlate accurately with patients’ symptoms and could be used to follow-up
patients and response to treatment.

Introduction

Dry-eye disease (DED) has become a major area of research
as ophthalmologists have realized its high prevalence
and significant impact on patients’ quality of life [1–7].
However, a major limitation in improving the standard of
care for DED patients is the inability to objectively and
quantitatively diagnose DED and monitor response to
treatment due to the multifactorial aetiology of the disease.
Those current diagnostic techniques used in everyday
clinical practice include ocular surface staining, tear

breakup time (TBUT), Schirmer’s test and symptoms
questionnaires; additional techniques such as measurement
of tear osmolarity, assessment of tear film biomarkers and
tear film interferometry are gradually being incorporated in
patients’ care [2, 8]

Standardization of those techniques is a challenge. That
makes it difficult to compare studies by different authors or
even follow-up patients [3, 4, 6–8]. In addition to lacking
well-defined cutoff values to standardize grading of patients’
severity, most of the tests are invasive to the extent that they
can bias the obtained measurements by the mechanical,
chemical, or other stimulations inherent to those techniques.
Furthermore, most of these tests are poorly associated with
patients’ subjective symptoms [5–7]. It has become evident
that development of new diagnostic techniques that identify
new variables in the ocular surface that correlate with
patients’ symptoms is critical for the advancement in the
treatment of DED patients.

Epithelial thickness is an anatomical parameter that has
been studied recently in dry-eye patients with the use of
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epithelial maps created by means of optical coherence
tomography. Two previous studies have opposing results
regarding the effect of DED on epithelial thickness,
describing either a thinning in superior cornea or a thick-
ening in central cornea, but both agreeing that there is an
increased variation of thickness throughout the cornea of
DED patients in comparison with the cornea of controls
[9, 10].

Our group has recently developed a prototype custom-
built ultrahigh-resolution optical coherence tomography
(UHR-OCT) to study the ocular surface and corneal tissue
layers in a detailed noninvasive fashion [11, 12]. Other
groups have demonstrated the usefulness of OCT for epi-
thelial thickness mapping in keratoconus patients [13] and
even tear film meniscus thickness measurement in DED
patients [9, 10]. In the present study we demonstrate the use
of UHR-OCT, for the creation of corneal epithelial profile
maps to microscopically characterize the ocular surface and
to identify irregularities in the corneal epithelium of
DED patients. Moreover, we demonstrate that quantification
of those irregularities captured on the CEP maps provide
a noninvasive qualitative and quantitative measure to
diagnose DED.

Materials and methods

Study population

We enrolled subjects from a continuous cohort of patients
visiting the ocular surface clinic of the Bascom Palmer Eye
Institute, Miami, FL either for follow-up of DED or for
primary evaluation. Patients were enrolled in study group if
diagnosed as DED patients on examination by a cornea
specialist. Diagnosis was based on self-reporting of ocular
discomfort and an abnormal result of any of the following
diagnostic tests, which could be performed interchangeably
depending on each patient’s symptoms: corneal fluorescein
staining scores, TBUT, Schirmer’s test or The Shihpai dry-
eye symptom questionnaire scores. Abnormal corneal
fluorescein staining was defined as measurements > 1 [5],
while abnormal TBUT and Schirmer’s I tests were defined
as measurements ≤10 s and ≤5 mm, respectively. Newly
diagnosed patients underwent a complete workup with all
clinical tests (will be referred to as “complete workup
subgroup”), and old diagnosis of patients on follow-up
was reconfirmed by repeating previous diagnostic testing.
Normal controls were considered the subjects that were not
identified as DED patients by any of the aforementioned
tests. Patients on topical medications other than
preservative-free artificial tears and contact lens wearers
were excluded. Patients with current diagnosis or history of
any other ocular surface or corneal disease such as burn,

ulcer, ocular surface neoplasia, recurrent erosions, epithelial
basement membrane dystrophy etc., and patients with his-
tory of refractive surgery were not included in the study.

Written informed consent, approved by University of
Miami Institutional Review Board (IRB), was obtained
from all patients.

Dry-eye tests

For symptoms quantification, The Shihpai dry-eye symptom
questionnaire was used [6]. It consists of eight questions
that were scored and patients were allowed to choose either
“Never”, “Rarely= 1”, “Sometimes= 2”, “Often= 3”, or
“All the time= 4” as an answer. A total score is calculated
by adding all questions’ score. To assess the status of the
tear film stability, fluorescein TBUT was obtained from all
the examined eyes [5]. The intensity of corneal and con-
junctival fluorescein staining was recorded for each eye
using the NEI staining grid in which a score of 0–3 is
assigned to each of five corneal and six conjunctival
regions. A total corneal and conjunctival staining score was
obtained providing a maximum score of 15 and 18 for
corneal and conjunctival staining, respectively [14, 15].
Finally, Schirmer’s I test without anesthesia was performed
[5, 14]. Diagnosis of DED was based on abnormal results if
corneal fluorescein staining was >1, TBUT ≤ 10 s, and
Schirmer’s I test ≤ 5 mm [15]. Patients reporting one or
more symptoms as often or all the time in the questionnaire
were diagnosed as DED patients [6, 16].

Ultrahigh resolution—anterior segment OCT

Analysis of the ocular surface was performed using novel
custom-built spectral domain anterior segment OCT with an
ultrahigh resolution of ~3 µm [9, 10]. Briefly, UHR-OCT
uses a three-module superluminescent diode light source
(Broadlighter, T870-HP, Superlum diodes Ltd, Moscow,
Russia) with a center wavelength of 870 nm and a full
width at half maximum bandwidth of 188 nm. The A-line
(depth scan) rate of the OCT system was set to 24 kHz.
Sensitivity was measured to be about 95 dB and the reso-
lution of the system was ~3 µm in water or tissue with a
refractive index of ~1.39 [9, 10, 17].

Corneal epithelial profile maps

UHR-OCT imaging was performed before the clinical tests
to avoid any alterations of the ocular surface. Patients fix-
ated on a target and immediately after the blink, a 32 frames
radial image of their cornea was captured in 2.7 s. Custom-
built software was used to analyse the captured images and
create 3 mm central corneal two-dimensional epithelial
profile maps in the horizontal meridian. The software user
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inserts reference points on the anterior and posterior sur-
faces of the epithelium. The software automatically identi-
fies the hyper-reflective points adjacent to those selected
reference points in order to identify the surfaces to be
delineated. The user reviews the delineated surface and is
allowed to put more points as needed to ensure the accuracy
of delineation. After delineation of the anterior and posterior
surfaces of the epithelium, the software creates a thickness
profile of the epithelium at 0.1 mm intervals centered on the
corneal vertex and presents the data in a spreadsheet.
Average, range, and variance of the obtained thickness
profile of each eye is then calculated in the central 3 mm of
the cornea along the horizontal frames.

Epithelial irregularity factor (EIF)

To numerically characterize each eye based on the severity
of epithelium irregularity as recorded by the software, we
used the variance of thickness measurements as an index
which we named EIF. To validate the measurement of EIF,
we tested its reproducibility and operator dependency. For
reproducibility, eight eyes of four patients with test–retest
measurements were collected 3 h apart. To determine
operator dependency, five eyes were measured by two dif-
ferent operators.

Modulation of EIF by DED therapy

To directly test if elevated EIF can be modified by treatment
of patients with DED and therefore, could be used as a tool
to monitor therapy, 11 DED patients (21 eyes) were treated
with autologous serum tears 20% four times a day. Baseline
and follow-up EIF and dry-eye symptom questionnaire
scores were obtained at pretreatment and follow-up visits.
Last follow-up was used for statistical analysis.

Statistical analysis

SPSS software (SPSS, IL, USA) was used. Clinical tests
and EIF measurements were made on both eyes of patients
contributing two eyes to the study. However, since ques-
tionnaire scores are patient level and not eye specific
assessments, the two eyes of patients who contributed both
eyes were averaged. Similarly, for patient who underwent
treatment and has contributed both eyes to the follow-up
study, their two eyes measurements were averaged.
Comparisons were made between parameters describing
epithelium thickness profile between patients with DED
and normal controls.

In the complete workup subgroup correlation of
UHR-OCT parameters with severity of DED as evaluated
clinically and by questionnaire was assessed by means of
Pearson correlation. Linear stepwise regression analysis was

used to identify significant predictors of questionnaire
response among clinical parameters (Shirmer’s test, Fluor-
escein staining, TBUT), age, and EIF in this subgroup of
patients.

To detect if corneal epithelial maps of severe DED
patients are different than those with milder diseases, we
divided the subjects of the complete workup subgroup
according to their questionnaire scores to two subgroups.
The first subgroup included those with severe DED who
had questionnaire scores more than or equal to 12, while the
second subgroup with mild DED included those with scores
less than 12. Comparisons of EIF were made between two
subgroups. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves
were constructed for the assessment of EIF as a parameter
for the diagnosis of DED and severe DED.

Finally, comparison of EIF values prior to and after DED
treatment was assessed. P-values less than 0.05 were con-
sidered statistically significant. Values are presented as
mean ± standard deviation.

Results

The study included 85 eyes of 52 DED patients and 30 eyes
of 19 controls. Demographics are included in Table 1.

Corneal epithelial profile maps—qualitative
characterization

Our semi-automated technique allowed for delineating of
the ocular surface of all studied corneas. Our analysis of the
corneal epithelial profile maps showed that DED patients
had an irregular ocular surface that can be readily detected
by the UHR-OCT (Fig. 1). In control subjects, the epithe-
lium surface profile was different, with a “smooth” pattern
(Fig. 2).

Quantitative evaluation of corneal epithelial profile
maps

Average of epithelial thickness profile did not differ sig-
nificantly between DED patients and controls. Mean value
of the average of epithelial thickness profile in DED group
was 53 μm (standard deviation [SD] 22) and among controls
it was 54 μm (SD= 0.3 μm, p= 0.847, independent sam-
ples t-test). Range of epithelial thickness profile in each eye
had a significant difference between DED patients and
controls. Mean value of range of epithelial thickness profile
in DED patients was 7.6 μm (SD= 4.6) and in control
group it was 2.7 (SD= 0.6, p < 0.0001). EIF was also sig-
nificantly different between groups. Mean value of EIF in
DED patients was 5.79 (SD= 4.19) and in controls it was
0.77 (SD= 0.28, p < 0.0001)

Corneal epithelial thickness profile in dry-eye disease 917



EIF validation

Regarding reproducibility, we found an intraclass correlation
coefficient of 0.94 (95% confidence interval: 0.75–0.99),
which is in the range usually considered good to excellent
[16]. The coefficient of variation was also calculated for
each pair of test–retest measurements and averaged was
12.5%. Regarding operator dependency, the intraclass cor-
relation coefficient between the two operators’ measure-
ments was 0.96 (95% confidence interval: 0.91–1.00).

Correlation between EIF and DED Tests

Fifty-five eyes of 31 newly diagnosed DED patients were
included in the complete workup subgroup. Due to aver-
aging of bilaterally measured patients, 31 sets of parameters
were included in statistical analysis. EIF was significantly
correlated with the questionnaire score, (r= 0.778, p <
0.0001) (Fig. 3) and with corneal Fluorescein staining (r=
0.446, p= 0.012) (Fig. 4). A weaker but statistically sig-
nificant correlation was found between EIF and Schirmer’s
test scores (r=−0.375, p= 0.038) (Fig. 4). Age was

Fig. 1 Anterior corneal image of a patient with dry-eye disease
obtained with the spectral domain anterior segment OCT with an
ultrahigh resolution of ~3 µm, a as acquired by the OCT, and b after
inserting the reference points using the custom-built software in order
to obtain the corneal epithelial profile map. The reference points are
manually inserted by the user on the anterior (red dots) and posterior
(purple dots) surface of the epithelium

Fig. 2 Anterior corneal image of a control patient obtained with the
spectral domain anterior segment OCT with an ultrahigh resolution of
~3 µm, a as acquired by the OCT, and b after inserting the reference
points using the custom-built software in order to obtain the corneal
epithelial profile maps. The reference points are manually inserted by
the user on the anterior (red dots) and posterior (purple dots) surfaces
of the epithelium

Table 1 Patient demographics and measured OCT parameters

Dry-eye group Control group

n Males 52 11 19 8

Females 41 11

Mean (standard deviation) P value

Age 60(14.7) 33(10.9) <0.001

Average of epithelial thickness profile (μm) 53.1(21.8) 53.7(3.6) 0.85

Range of epithelial thickness profile (μm) 7.6(4.6) 2.7(0.6) <0.0001

Minimum of epithelial thickness profile (μm) 49.1(0.019.4) 52.1(3.5) 0.28

Maximum of epithelial thickness profile (μm) 56.7(22.9) 54.9(3.5) 0.58

EIF 5.796(4.194) 0.768(0.277) <0.0001

EIF epithelial irregularity factor
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correlated with questionnaire score and EIF as well (r=
−0.54, p= 0.002, r=−0.446, p= 0.012, respectively).
Partial correlation of EIF with the questionnaire scores was
statistically significant when controlling for age (r= 0.713,
p < 0.001). Epithelial thickness profile range was also cor-
related with the score of the questionnaire (r= 0.737, p <
0.001) and weakly with the fluorescein staining of the
cornea (r= 0.348, p= 0.055). The questionnaire result,
except of the EIF, was correlated only with the corneal
fluorescein staining (r= 0.518, p= 0.003). Correlations are
included in Table 2. Multiple linear regression revealed
as significant predictors of questionnaire score the EIF
and TBUT (r2= 0.688, p < 0.001, p= 0.011, respectively)
(Table 3).

Mild versus severe DED

EIF was significantly higher in severe DED patients as
compared with patients with milder disease (6.08 vs. 3.60,
p= 0.001). Other clinical parameters were also found to be
more affected on average in the severe DED subgroup, but
differences were not statistically significant (Schirmer’s:
4.3 mm vs. 7.7 mm, p= 0.4, TBUT 4.4 sec vs. 5.2 sec,
p= 0.43, corneal staining score 5.1 vs. 3.0, p= 0.09, con-
junctival staining score 3.1 vs. 3.7, p= 0.57).

EIF as a diagnostic tool

In the complete group, the ROC area under the curve
(AUC) for EIF was 1.00, p < 0.001. A cutoff value of EIF
larger than or equal to 1.345 had 100% sensitivity and
100% specificity in diagnosing DED in our group of
patients. In diagnosis of severe DED in our subgroup of
patients AUC of EIF was 0.813 (p= 0.007). A cutoff value
of EIF larger than or equal to 3.949 had 81.8% sensitivity
and 77.7% specificity in diagnosing severe DED.

Modulation of EIF by DED therapy

Average follow-up of treated patients was 55 (±28) days.
There was a statistically significant reduction in thickness
range from 8 μm (SD= 2 μm) to 6 μm (SD= 2 μm) (p <
0.001, mixed model repeated measures analysis of variance)
and in EIF from 7.75 (SD= 4.94) to 3.73 (SD= 2.86) in
these eyes (p < 0.001, paired samples t-test).

Discussion

In DED the protective function of tears is breached, and
destruction of the ocular surface ensues. This results in the
DED spectrum of signs and symptoms and can ultimately

Fig. 3 Scatterplot of epithelial irregularity factor (EIF) measurement
averaged between eyes versus the result of the Shihpai dry-eye
symptom questionnaire score depicting the correlation in the group of
patients with dry eye

Fig. 4 Scatterplots of epithelial
irregularity factor (EIF)
measurement versus a the result
of Corneal Fluorescein Staining
score and b the result of
Schirmer’s test depicting the
correlation of EIF with both
parameters
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lead to loss of the integrity of the eye [15]. DED diagnostic
techniques could rely on detecting the abnormal tear film
such as in Schirmer’s test or TBUT. Studies have shown
poor association between those tests and patients’ symp-
toms [5, 7]. Many of those tests are poorly standardized
since they are affected by factors that are difficult to control,
such as variability in dye concentration and amount of
illumination in surface-staining techniques, lack of stan-
dardization in grading etc. [3, 4]. Schirmer’s test is invasive
and unpleasant to the patient [18, 19]. Other tests used are
ocular surface staining, which is also invasive due to the
instillation of a dye, and more recently, tear film osmolarity
which has been established as a quantitative method to
evaluate DED.

DED is a multifactorial disease that is affected by several
parameters difficult to efficiently control, standardize, or
quantify. A stepwise approach could include focusing on
the effect and injury occurred could thus be a successful
technique. New imaging modalities have been recently
introduced such as confocal microscopy [20] and OCT [21].

Nevertheless, diagnosis of DED using confocal microscopy
is a time-consuming procedure that can only capture images
at a small area of the total cornea, and mostly requires
contact with the ocular surface which makes it difficult to
incorporate to everyday clinics. In vivo imaging of the
ocular surface using OCT is a noninvasive and sensitive
test. In the diagnosis of aqueous deficient DED, Shen et al.
[21] has shown that by using OCT, the tear menisci can be
measured and compared with normal. However, a limitation
of this test was the ability to achieve standardization, as tear
film is a dynamic element that is affected momentarily by
several factors.

Using our novel UHR-OCT, we have examined the
ocular surface down to a 3 μm resolution which enabled us
to disclose the injurious effect of DED and to quantify it.
We have found that patients with DED have irregular ocular
surface while normal subjects have a smoother surface.
Even though we cannot directly test what EIF represents,
we believe that an irregularity is most probably a manifes-
tation of the injurious effect of dryness on the ocular surface
which is translated by rich corneal sensory nerves into pain
and discomfort. We have formulated a factor to describe the
observed ocular surface irregularities and named it EIF. Our
results have disclosed a highly statistically significant dif-
ference between EIF of normal subjects and DED patients.
This is evidence that EIF is a novel qualitative criterion to
diagnose DED.

Several of the currently available techniques, such as
TBUT and fluorescein staining scores, have shown poor
reproducibility and a significant operator dependency
[3, 5, 7]. Testing the reproducibility and operator depen-
dency of EIF was thus very important to validate it and to
explore if it will provide an advantage over those classical

Table 2 Correlation between measured OCT parameters and clinical parameters in the complete workup subgroup of 31 patients

EIF Q score Schirmer’s test TBUT Corneal
Fluorescein
staining

Conjunctival
Fluorescein
staining

EpR V+H Age

EIF Pearson’s r 1 0.778** −0.375* 0.094 0.446* 0.176 0.904** −0.446*

P value 0.000 0.038 0.614 0.012 0.344 0.000 0.012

Q score Pearson’s r 0.778** 1 −0.334 −0.215 0.518** 0.091 0.737** −0.540**

P value 0.000 0.066 0.246 0.003 0.625 0.000 0.002

Range of
epithelial
thickness
profile

Pearson’s r 0.904** 0.737** −0.353 0.035 0.348 0.202 1 −0.470**

P value 0.000 0.000 0.051 0.853 0.055 0.277 0.008

Age Pearson’s r −0.446* −0.540** 0.439* 0.432* −0.304 −0.225 −0.470** 1

P value 0.012 0.002 0.013 0.015 0.096 0.223 0.008

Q score: Shihpai dry-eye symptom questionnaire score

EIF epithelial irregularity factor, TBUT tear breakup time

**Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (two-tailed).

*Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (two-tailed).

Table 3 Multiple regression analysis for the predictors of Shihpai dry-
eye symptom questionnaire results

Dependent variable: Shihpai dry-eye symptom questionnaire results

Unstandardized coefficients p value

B Std. Error

(Constant) 8.011 1.458 0.000

EIF 1.615 0.213 0.000

TBUT −0.500 0.182 0.011

R2= 0.688

EIF epithelial irregularity factor, TBUT tear breakup time
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techniques. A previous study has already demonstrated that
epithelial thickness profile mapping by UHR-OCT has a
high repeatability [22]. In the current study, although a
small number of subjects were included for the reproduci-
bility testing, we found that EIF has a very good reprodu-
cibility and has also shown minimal operator dependency,
two major powerful points that would allow EIF to stand
among other DED diagnostic techniques. Other studies have
shown also a good reproducibility of OCT epithelial
thickness mapping in healthy and diseased corneas [23, 24].

The discrepancy between DED symptoms and signs is a
major limitation of current diagnostic techniques [7, 25].
The novel parameter that we present describes microscopic
irregularities of the ocular surface and has demonstrated
high correlation to DED patients’ symptoms better than all
other tested measurements. In the mathematical model
created here to detect which of the tested values would best
explain the variance in DED patients’ symptoms, only EIF
and TBUT were involved and explained 68% of patients’
symptoms. Corneal fluorescein staining, despite showing
significant correlation to patients’ symptoms by itself, has
failed to enter the model. This means that EIF and corneal
fluorescein staining scores are actually measuring the same
parameter, which is the injurious effect of DED on the
ocular surface, and that EIF is more descriptive of that
parameter.

The diagnostic value of our parameter is very high as
well. In our group, it demonstrated an excellent AUC result,
and the cutoff value for diagnosing DED had 100% sensi-
tivity and specificity. For the diagnosis of severe versus
mild DED, AUC was satisfactory, and our cutoff value had
81.8% sensitivity and 77.7% specificity. Thus, EIF can
serve to the diagnosis of DED and to distinguish patients
with severe disease as well. We decided to divide our
patients in subgroups of severe and nonsevere DED based
on questionnaire results and not clinical test results since
previous studies have shown a good correlation of ques-
tionnaire results with disease severity, and poor repeat-
ability of clinical tests [25, 26].

Other authors had studied epithelial thickness parameters
and their correlation to DED. Kanellopoulos and Asimelis
[10] demonstrated that epithelial thickness was thicker in
DED patients than controls, and that there are differences in
the other parameters as minimum thickness, maximum
thickness, and thickness variability as measured by their
OCT. A superior thinning of the epithelium was also found
in a study by Cui et al. [9]. In our study we did not find any
differences in epithelial thickness, but we found a difference
in range and variance of thickness throughout an image
between DED and control patients. We decided to use
thickness variation as a measure of DED severity and test its
value within this study, since it is less affected by outliers,

unlike range, minimum and maximum thickness and it has
shown an excellent correlation to our questionnaire.

The search for new DED treatment modalities is hin-
dered by the unavailability of an objective and sensitive
technique that can explain better patients’ symptoms. Lack
of standardization and objectivity, poor repeatability and
discordance between signs and symptoms make it difficult
to detect patients’ response to treatment using the current
techniques [3, 4]. Our group has explored if EIF could be
used to objectively monitor patients’ response to treatment.
Follow-up of DED patients treated with serum tears eye
drops which is a treatment usually reserved for severe cases,
has revealed that EIF was altered and shifted towards the
normal value. This is evidence that EIF can be used to
monitor patients and detect their response to treatment. A
larger comparative randomized cohort of DED patients
utilizing also other treatment methods is needed to
confirm this.

Our study is not without limitations. The semi-automated
method to compute EIF from UHR-OCT images is a lim-
itation that makes calculating EIF a time-consuming pro-
cedure. A fully automated method to compute EIF would be
a perfect means to efficiently incorporate EIF to the stan-
dard of care of DED. Our blinded validation pilot studies
have shown very good operator dependency and very good
repeatability. Nevertheless, it is important to mention that
the reader was only blinded in those validation studies and
not to all other cases included in the study. Another lim-
itation in our study was the fact that the operator was
allowed to set objective reference points until he/she
determines that the correct surface is accurately delineated.
Until a full automated smart code is developed, the need for
a trained operator will be a requisite. Future studies should
explore the specificity of EIF for the diagnosis of DED by
studying the ocular surface irregularities in different other
corneal pathological condition.

In summary, EIF measurements obtained using UHR-
OCT is representative of the structural abnormalities
imposed by DED on the ocular surface and it could be an
objective means to qualitatively and quantitatively diagnose
and follow-up DED. EIF is an accurate indicator of the
clinical symptoms of the DED patients. EIF was able to
quantitatively monitor patients’ response to treatment and
that makes it a powerful tool to help advancement of the
standard of care of DED patients.

Summary

What was known before

● Dry-eye disease can be diagnosed with several clinical
tests, but correlation with patients symptoms is poor.

Corneal epithelial thickness profile in dry-eye disease 921



What this study adds

● Imaging of epithelial profile with ultrahigh resolution
OCT and extrapolation of epithelial thickness variance can
offer a reliable index for diagnosis of dry-eye disease,
evaluate severity, and follow-up treated patients.
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